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A University Libraries workshop
*Like a Pro!
*
How much do you use Google?
What do you use Google for?
How does Google work?
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Why webcrawlers and surface 
web matters
• Google search results can complement your 
research in subscription library databases
Filter Bubbles
Eli Pariser TED Talk – Beware online “filter bubbles”
Clarifying your search
• Google automatically assumes “and” between 
each word
• Or: use the word OR




• Search only 
specific 
websites or 
types of sites 
with site: 
command






Be as broad or as specific as you want
Customize your search
Customize your search
Exclude sites with minus sign and site: search
Customize your search




Google tips and tricks
Use an asterisk for any unknown words
Google tips and tricks




Google images – Reverse search










• Access your account by clicking on the icon in the 
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